
NEW RECORDING CHUK121015D 
209) [CHUK260413A2A_0010] bowki means? JUST TO MAKE RHYME. KYAKPA in 
DUHUMBI is called DOKMU in Khispi. in Duhumbi DOKMU means a big tadpole which 
did not get legs and hands and remains one more year as tadpole. 
210) [CHUK260413A2A_0012] wojjoq hontar or woynyi hontar? WOYYOQ HONTAR = 
DEI KHONTAR. SENTENCE NOT FINISHED. CANT HEAR. 
211) [CHUK260413A2A_0014] shi can occur as copula? it really is….YES IT FUNCTIONS 
LIKE A COPULA. WOJ OJOP SHI. DAN PHILU GILA (I know it from my own personal 
experience. if someone says woy ojop boyu,. then I will say woj ojop shi. I know it. 
affirmative. confirmative). WOJ OJOP BEQ (you know it also from experience and you tell 
it to a third person). DAN PHILU LA.  
212) [CHUK260413A2A_0030] inbaqleshey or inbaleshey? INBALESHEY. otherwise it 
would be INBAQSHI 
213) [CHUK260413A2A_0030, CHUK260413A2A_0031] kathangkho or kabakho? 
KATHANGKHO = NGAMSAGA = HABIT OF EATING OR SINCE??? 
214) [CHUK260413A2A_0040] hawdashi = hawda dada shi or hawda shi? HAWDA SHI I 
really did tell. 
215) [CHUK260413A2A_0040] indashi is surely tell or I will tell? otha chona yaknyi bi THIS 
IS ALSO SURELY.  
216) [CHUK260413A2A_0056] denjulebe or denjule beq? DENJULEBEJ 
217) [CHUK260413A2A_0059] denbaqshi or denbashi? DENBAQSHI 
218) [CHUK260413A2A_0059] dapdenbangbey probably doesn’t know how to reply? reply 
bin selu mala. NOT PROBABLY HE IS SURE THAT AM NOT ABLE TO REPLY. 
219) [CHUK260413A2A_0062] denbaqtsen or denbatsen? tsen or tsin? TSEN 
DENBAQTSEN 
220) [CHUK260413A2A_0064] bashetbaqle or bashetbale? past tense bashetbale? 
BASHETBALE 
221) [CHUK260413A2A_0065] junyibe or junyi beq? Same in [CHUK260413A2A_0067] 
JUNYIBEY 
222) [CHUK260413A2A_0076] chotdanyi question or past or? if he takes a picture? 
CHOTDANYI QUESTION NO PAST??? 
223) [CHUK260413A2A_0081] badenbaqle or badenbale? BADENBALE 
224) [CHUK260413A2A_0083] denbaqshi or denbashi? DENBAQSHI 
225) [CHUK260413A2A_0086] lonbaqshi or lonbashi? LONBAQSHI 
226) [CHUK260413A3A_0006] jowdalong = jowda dada long? JOWDA ONGLONGNYI 
227) [CHUK260413A4A_0001] yeshey khandromaloq? from YK? YK OLOQ 
 


